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Details of Visit:

Author: Doc Daneeka
Type of Visit: Incall
Date and Time of Visit: Fri 10 Jan 2014 11:00
Duration of Visit: 2 Hours
Amount Paid: 240
Recommended: Yes

Details of Service Provider:

Profile Name: Chloe - Independent English Redhead
Website: http://www.chloe.moonfruit.com/what-i-do/4594284920
Phone: 07742886772

The Premises:

Nice, easy to find flat, more than adequate for than purpose. There was a sofa in the bedroom for
getting to know each other and the bathroom was spotless.

The Lady:

Lovely and curvy, just like the photos on her website(s), hair more auburn than red, though. Friendy,
sexy, more than accommodating, and, I dare say, patient.

The Story:

I had anticipated this visit for a long time and I am happy top say that Chloe fully deserves the
glowing reputation apparent from her previous reviews.

Not only was she warm and friendly and chatty, but she was keen to make sure I had a great time,
which I did. I love having my face sat on (in a gfe rather than a domineering sort of way) and Chloe
is beautifully formed for that activity and certainly knows how to do it well. Oral without was sublime,
Chloe cuddles as well as kisses, and when she told me that many of her clients request snowballing
but change their minds immediately after the vinegar moment, well, I just had to take up the
challenge.

What was also really nice about my experience was that Chloe was relaxed about timing and in no
great hurry to get rid of me, so without losing sight of the nature of the transaction, it was a big extra
to be able to feel like a person and not just a punter.

Chloe, many thanks.
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